The higher energy and luminosity from the LHC in Run 2 have put increased pressure on CMS computing resources. Extrapolating to even higher luminosities (and thus higher event complexities and trigger rates) beyond Run 3, it becomes clear that simply scaling up the the current model of CMS computing alone will become economically unfeasible. High Performance Computing (HPC) facilities, widely used in scientific computing outside of HEP, have the potential to help fill the gap. Here we describe the U.S.CMS efforts to integrate US HPC resources into CMS Computing via the HEPCloud project at Fermilab. We present advancements in our ability to use NERSC resources at scale and efforts to integrate other HPC sites as well. We present experience in the elastic use of HPC resources, quickly scaling up use when so required by CMS workflows. We also present performance studies of the CMS multi-threaded framework on both Haswell and KNL HPC resources. *
Introduction
The LHC experiments have their own computing infrastructures which have been successfully used during Run 1 and Run 2 of LHC. Why are we looking at using HPC sites to complement our own resources now? The reason is resource extrapolations for the planned LHC upgrade to the HL-LHC. Figure 1 shows the expected increase in trigger rates and luminosity for HL-LHC. These increases result in more CMS collission events collected and these events have a higher internal complexity, making them harder to reconstruct. Not only will we have more events to process, the processing time per event will also go up. All of this leads to a very large increase in resource demands for HL-LHC, as shown in figure 2.
What is HEPCloud?
HEPCloud is envisioned as a portal to an ecosystem of diverse computing resources, commercial or academic. It will provide "complete solutions" to users, with agreed-upon levels of service. It will route jobs to local or remote resources based on workflow requirements, cost, and efficiency of accessing various resources. U.S.CMS is planning to use HEPCloud to provide access for CMS to US HPC. Figure 3 shows a diagram with the architecture of the system. At the moment the HEPCloud prototype provides access to various HPC and commercial cloud resources, but in a targeted way. That means that the jobs have to be explicitly targeted for the desired resource, without HEPCloud itself making any decision to route the job. Work on the Decision Engine, which will implement intelligent routing, continues and we plan to use this feature sometimes in 2019. For the work in 2018 we took advantage of the resource provisioning aspect of HEPCloud, but the decision to which resources to send jobs was fully done on the CMS side (and HEPCloud provisioned resources based on this CMS decision).
HPC connected through HEPCloud
CMS can currently provision resources at three different HPC centers through HEPCloud. First are the Cori and Edison clusters at NERSC (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center). NERSC is a HPC user facility operated by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory for the United States Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science. In addition we can also provision resources at the Bridges cluster at PSC (Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center) and the Stampede2 cluster at TACC (Texas Advanced Computing Center). Both PSC and TACC are funded through the United Stated National Science Foundation (NSF) XSEDE (eXtreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment) project [2] .
HEPCloud integration into CMS Workflow Management
The CMS Workflow Management System is based on HTCondor, with schedd at both Fermilab and CERN that submit to a Global Pool of resources [1] . The HEPCloud resources are not integrated into the Global Pool, but remain in their own HEPCloud Pool. We allow CMS jobs to access HEPCloud resources via flocking, i.e. the Fermilab CMS schedd are members of both the CMS Global Pool and the HEPCloud Pool. Almost all kinds of jobs (except for very IO intensive jobs like skims and digization using classical/non-premixed pileup) are allowed to run at NERSC. Job input that isn't available locally will be read remotely from another CMS site [3] . CHEP 2018 Figure 2 . Extrapolating needed CPU for HL-LHC
NERSC Cori and Edison
U.S.CMS has been trying to use NERSC based HPC clusters for years, starting in 2014 with the now retired Carver cluster. In 2016 we switched our efforts to the Edison and Cori clusters and in 2017 we started provisioning resources on Cori and Edison through HEPCloud. NERSC is integrated into the HEPCloud resource provisioning via GlideInWMS [4] , HT-Condor [5] [6] and Bosco [7] . Bosco allows the HEPCloud pilot factory to submit pilot jobs to both Cori and Edison via a remote ssh tunnel. More on this and also on the NERSC runtime environment for CMS jobs can be found here [8] .
Edison and Cori Hardware
Edison is a Cray XC30 supercomputer with worker nodes containing dual 12-core Intel "Ivy Bridge" processors at 2.4GHz. Due to hyper-threading we have 48 logical CPU cores available. Each node has 64GB of memory. Cori is a Cray XC40 supercomputer with both Intel Haswell and Intel KNL worker nodes. The Haswell worker nodes contain dual 16-core Intel R Xeon TM Processor E5-2698 v3 ("Haswell") CPUs at 2.3GHz. The KNL worker nodes contain a single 68-core Intel R Xeon Phi TM Processor 7250 ("Knights Landing") CPU at 1.4GHz. The Haswell nodes have 128GB of memory and with hyper-threading provide 64 logical CPU cores. The KNL nodes have 96GB of memory and with hyper-threading provide 272 logical CPU cores. 
Edison and Cori Usage
After initially targeting both Edison and Cori and all possible batch queues (both shared nodes and full nodes), we switched in 2018 to only use Cori Haswell and KNL full node batch queues. Over the last two years Cori has received many upgrades to its networking, which benefited CMS workflows greatly [9] . We are using remote reads from Fermilab and other CMS sites in our workflows and such remote reads now happen at peak rates of order 100MB/s, where in the beginning we only saw a few MB/s or even less. These upgrades were never applied to Edison and as such the performance and failure rate differences now are such that a mixed use of Edison and Cori does not make sense anymore. We also disabled provisioning resources on the Cori Haswell shared node batch queues (where we could get access to a subset of a node). In principle we would have liked to keep using these resources since they are usually quicker to provision (although at lower overall scales). Mixing the shared and full node batch queues caused problems with job pressure calculations in the HEPCloud provisioning system which prevented us from scaling to higher number of cores overall. The same effect might force us to stop provisioning a mix of Cori Haswell and KNL resources, instead choosing only one of them as we attempt to push scale even higher. Alternatively, the deployment of a fully featured Decision Engine is expected to fix the problems with the job pressure calculations and would allow us to target all the Cori Haswell and KNL batch queues again.
Cori Haswell and KNL Performance
In order to estimate expected performance for both Haswell and KNL nodes (and especially performance differences between them), we ran extensive benchmarks using a standard ttbar event simulation chain (generation, simulation, digitization and reconstruction) on nodes available at Fermilab. The Fermilab nodes didn't have exactly the same node configuration as the Cori worker nodes, but were close (same CPU architecture for both Haswell and KNL and not memory limited). To estimate Cori Haswell performance we scaled node event throughput numbers measured on a dual socket Xeon E5-2698 system with 128GB memory by the 64/48 core count ratio. To estimate Cori KNL performance we scaled throughput and resource availability (it is much easier to get compute cycles on KNL nodes). In fact, over any extended period of time we always use many more hours on KNL nodes than Haswell nodes. Table 1 shows a list of CPU time spent in CMS jobs on both Cori Haswell and KNL full node batch queues for a few selected time periods.
Cori Haswell and KNL Scale of Operations
As of mid-October 2018, CMS has used about 26M core hours (allocation charge, not actual hours) at NERSC. A small fraction of these were used on Edison or Cori Haswell shared batch queues, but the vast majority were used on Cori Haswell and KNL full node batch queues. Different from 2017 we did not run any multi-node jobs at NERSC this year. The reason for this was that the batch queue policies were relaxed to allow a high enough number of parallel jobs. In October 2018 we also hit some of our scaling goals for the year, reaching 30k cores in use with very good job efficiency and low failure rates. Figure 4 shows the number of cores utilized by CMS jobs running at NERSC during late September and early October 2018.
XSEDE PSC Bridges and TACC Stampede2
XSEDE resources are integrated into HEPCloud differently than NERSC. We access them through a Hosted-CE provided by OSG, details of this setup can be found in Ref. [10] .
PSC Bridges
HEPCloud can provision resources at the PSC Bridges cluster. We have access to the Regular Shared Memory (RSM) node batch queue. The RSM nodes contain dual 14-core Intel Haswell (E5-2695 v3) CPUs and have 128GB of memory. Hyper-threading is disabled, so there are 28 logical CPU cores available, the number of physical CPU cores. PSC provided CVMFS and also supports the Singularity container system. This makes Bridges nodes usable the same way as CMS grid sites. Basic commissioning of Bridges for CMS workflows only took a few months, stable operations and full integration into normal CMS computing operations was achieved within 6 months. Figure 5 shows the number of cores utilized by CMS jobs running at PSC during late September and early October 2018. Scale is limited by the size of our allocation on Bridges. The sporadic nature of utilization is due to the cycle of pilots being submitted, pilots waiting for execution in the Bridges batch queue, pilots running and terminating followed by new pilots being submitted and so on. 
TACC Stampede2
HEPCloud can provision resources at the TACC Stampede2 cluster. Stampede2 is a mixed cluster with both Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 ("Skylake") and Intel Xeon Phi 7250 ("Knights Landing") worker nodes. At the moment HEPCloud is only accessing the former (not an inherent restriction, we wanted to keep things simple for now). TACC provided CVMFS on Stampede2 nodes and Singularity is also available, so similarly to PSC Bridges the site is usable just like any other CMS grid site. Basic commissioning of Stampede2 for CMS workflows took a few months, but stable operations and full integration into normal CMS computing operations has only been achieved at very small scales. The main reason for this is that the Stampede2 batch policies only allow to run a very limited number of parallel jobs. Scale is only achievable with the use of multi-node batch jobs. Work will be needed in the Bosco layer to support multi-node jobs at Stampede2.
Summary and Outlook
Slowly HPC resources are becoming a normal part of the resource mix for CMS (or at least U.S.CMS). As such, the focus of our efforts will change somewhat from HPC internal efforts to making sure that such a large pool of compute resources can be seamlessly and efficiently integrated into the CMS Workflow Management systems. We also have to address questions like how the availability of large HPC allocations will affect planning of computing activities throughout the year. Managing a constant pool of hardware that is available whether it is used or not is different from managing a limited pool of hours that can be used only once. In parallel we will keep pursuing HPC integration efforts, particularly at TACC for Stampede2 (for multi-node jobs) and at DOE LCF facilities like Argonne Theta for instance.
